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Farey series and their connection with the prime number 
problem. II. 
By MlKLOS MlKOLÀS in Budapest. 
In a previous paper of the same title1) we considered the asymptotical 
behaviour of sums of the type 
2 7 ( ( 0 , V I 
where the summation is extended over all fractions of the Farey series of 
order x By supposing that 
n-oo n £r{J \ n) 
exists, the relations 
<P£> o A 
v = l 3 1 
have been established; we sharpened this result for func t ions / ( f ) having a 
bounded derivative in and showed e. g. that, for many special f ( t ) 
of this class, the order of the difference 
*,(*)= Zf(e*)-AHx) 
is connected with the validity of RJEMANN'S hypothesis concerning the roots 
of the zeta-function. 
Now we shall discuss in detail the case of the simplest functions / ( / ) 
which are continuous for 0 < f â 1 (moreover having derivatives of arbitrary 
order in this interval), but become infinite in the left end-point f = 0; by 
applying the Euler-Maclaurin summation formula, we obtain in Pari 1 the 
following relations: 
M MIKOLAS [1]. (Numbers in brackets [ ] refer to the bibliography at the end of 
the paper.) 
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denotes TCHEBYCHEF'S function, y < r < y , and > 0 , c2 > 0 are constants 
depending on the choice of y only; 
- 3 *2 + ,, , ^ O (x logs) , i f O < * < l ; » a ( l — A ) ' {\+l)S{l+l) 
m ^ 3 
^ ( I F » » ( A — I ) X 2 + ° ( X J I ) > « F L < A < 2 , 
finally 
o n ) ¿ ¿ = w j , o g * + ( c - ! _ ! f ) | + 0 ( * i o g 2 ^ 
| i o g x + ( c - y - m ) j + q ( * i o g « x ) f 
C denoting EULER'S constant. 
(I) will be of special interest, in view of the corollary 
i n Ŷ  1 
and because it will be proved: 
RIEMANN'S hypothesis is true if and only if the relation 
«*(*) i / i \ 
Z ( log ( v + 1 ) --T *M = o ( x * + £ J ( IV) ^ V - A C • • / „ 
holds for all positive values of s. 
In Part 2 we give a theorem of Tauberian type, which may be regard-
ed as a converse of the relations (lib): 
Suppose that f ( t ) is non-negative, decreasing for 0 < t^ 1 and such that 
4> x) 
»=1 
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B, a denoting constants with B > 0, a >2, respectively. Then we have 
Our method is elementary; we do not need e. g. the complex integral 
formula 
« - ¿ r j s i . f m ^ M A i h T <•>* 
( o + c ) - < r (*, n , = l 
where a 2=2 denotes the absolute convergence abscissa of 
Nevertheless, we mention (V) since, under suitable restrictions, its appli-
cation gives the formula 
. . D x'F(s) 
£ / < * > - £ 5 T t t i P 
which discloses the deeper ground of the above asymptotical results. 
I. T h e cases / ( / )== l o g / ' a n d f ( t ) = j z (A>0). 
In what follows fat numbers refer to the theorems or formulae of my 
paper [1]. 
Next let us apply2) 
L e m m a 1. If / ( / ) is continuous, decreasing and non-negative for 
0 < / ; .< ! , and if , — 
I 1 
\im. f f ( t ) d t ^ j f ( t ) d t 
exists, then we have 
^ V7 .» 
_ 2 f(9r)~<i>(x)}f(t)dt. 
- ' o 
For f ( t ) ^ jog / we can write 
f l o g / • < / / = - + 
J V V - 1 , 
when v + consequently 
2) See M I K O L A S [1], pp. 101—102. 
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<P(x) 
( I ) ¿ " l o g i » ^ — <p(x), 
f - 1 
i. e. 
i 
(*(') ( i \ t , 
. I t l 9 ' ) = 
if X - ^ + K . . 
L e m m a 2. The geometrical mean of Frs) is asymptotic to Me. 
To improve the relation (1 ) , we use STIRLING'S focmula in the following 
elegant form:4) 
CO 
(2) Iogn! = n logo — n + y l o g n + l o g — J - ^ — - d t 
« 
with 
0 ) " . m ^ - Z — ^ . 1=1 Kit 
We need still 
L e m m a 3 Let A(n)=\ '0g " * a prime or one o f i t s Powers> 
10 otherwise. 
We have for Tchebychef's function, defined by 
1*1 
V(x) = Z A ( " ) = Z l o g P, 
1 f g i 
P p r i m e 
the identities5) 
l«i ( r \ 'iL 
(4) = Z M -J- log« = log 
..=i \ n ) „=i 
P r o o f . By the well-known identity6) 
(5) 
we can write 
J i ^ f n \ ( r \ M 
Z 2 f h r log d = Z log d = Z M 4 - log d = X (I (d) log U = \ RF;N V U / LI, 0 RI=L V « / DSL 
According to TCHUDAKOV'S results7), we have the estimation 
s) As usual, Ft denotes the Farey series of order x. 
*) S e e e . g . K N O P P [1 ] , p . 5 4 7 . 
M 
5) p(n) denotes the Möbius function, Ai(x) = /t(n). 
»•= i 
6 ) S e e e . g . H A R D Y — W R I G H T [ 1 ] , p . 2 5 3 . 
') Cf. T C H U D A K O V [ 1 ] , Theorem 3 (p. 5 9 9 ) . — [ 2 ] , pp. 4 2 1 — 4 2 2 . 
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(6) y(x) = x + 0{xe« n°g*)y), 
1 4 
where y denotes any number with < y <' - y , and c, > 0 depends on the 
choice of y only. 
On the other hand, as is well-known, the relation 
(7) i>(x)—x = 0( l^c log 2 x) 
holds if and only if RIEMANN'S hypothesis is true8). 
Now we may formulate 
T h e o r e m 1. 
0lx) . 
Z l o g p , = - • « » ( * ) + — v ( x ) + 0 ( x e «( |»g-)y) = v=l ~ - -
where y has the meaning as in (6), and c 2 > 0 , c 3 > 0 depend upon the choice 
oj y only. 
P r o o f . We take y as fixed. By using the identity (4) and (2), we can 
write 
v=\ «=1 \ » J k= 1 n «—I J . 
- 00 
= ^ M (j-).(- n + \ log n + log [ M l . 
1 n 
Partial integration shows that 
N H 
(9) P3(t) = ± 2 ™ 2 k m Si {'¿knf ' 
and so, in view of <5), (6), (4), (8), we obtain 
| l-*l 1 ( Y \ 
(10) Z » o g i ) v = - ® ( x ) + - i - Vv'*) + I o g K 2 n + o Z v « 7 
v=l h=1 n \n J 
By discussing the function 
A ( u ) — e - M'og * - log «>y -
fit 
it is easy to verify that 
( U ) _ L e" Cs(Ioe V7)y < 
Vu 
8 ) S e e L A N D A U [ 2 ] , v o l . I I . , p p . 1 2 1 , 1 5 6 . 
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if,,l i — e x p ^ j 1 y (> 1); by use of (19) and (11) it follows for 
the last sum under (10) 
,t| fl \ n j tgx n n 
= x | o z < r + 0 z ¿ ^ n y : 
(12) ' - s f n j « > s * n 
' V " ..=1: nynJ . , 1 > i n J 
= x j o (<r«<i°g*>>') - f O J y j j = O ( x e ^ o ^ ) . 
' (10)V (i^)'arid"'(6) involve indeed' ' ' ' 
Z log-p, + ® + -0(xe-*i<i<**)y) x Oixe-«*** r).• 
Theo.r.e. |n 2.. ^Ae/f/f l i /on'-' ; : ' 
i , _L + ' 'Og 'og »og j . 
(13) , ^ ( l o a ^ + i ) — y v ( * ) = p ( * 2 4 J , 
c, denoting a positive doristant, is equivalent to Riemarin's hypothesis; we may 
— + F 
write 0(x* ) {with an arbitrary « > 0 ) instead of the' expression'on the right-
hand side, and x in place of *f>(x). > 
P r o o f . If our assertion holds', (7) and (13) are clearly equivalent so ' 
that, in fact, ip(x) may be replaced by JC because of 
: 1- ' lOg lOgx - i log log log u 
O ( K * l 0 g s J t ) = O ( x .. 'i** ) = 0 ( j c 2 4 'og'og- ) . 
1° Next suppose that R I E M A N N V hypothesis' "is true,'' then' we have, 
according to-(20) i •> , , . , « , 
'• • i - \ 1 ' ; ' ti(1 • • \ f 1 . • , " ;K •' ' * ' 
' • ' A fc log log log I . <•< log* log log log a; "" 
M(x) = 0[x 2 • X* J = o(K*. - .exR 1 .t l0«1 0«^ . . , ) . . , 
Since the last exponent is monotonically increasing for s > x 0 ( > l ) , there 
are constants K> 0 and such that 11 
.»I -.!,•» log log log x 
\M{y)\<K]iy . /' log.log- - . ; 
i 
whenever 
Thus, by (10), we can write 
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i (*) . 1*1 , y — log log log * 
¿ ' ( l o g e . + O - ^ v t o ^ i o g ^ + o Z - i - ^ x 4 = r=I <i W=1 » n 
JL lng log l - g i ^ 
= 0(x2+C' '«g'Of!» J. 
2° Assume that (13), i.e. for every e > 0 the relation 
. JL+.i 
(14) = 0 ^ ' 
is valid. 
Since, by Lemma 1 (38) and (5), 
the application of Lemma 7 gives 
0 5 ) 2 l o g 4 + V ( n ) - ^ ( « ) ) = 
= Z ~ - • Z i (log n! - n log/I-f n — ^ log «); 
this equality holds, however, for o > l because of 
log«! — n log/i + n — ^ - l o g n = 0 ( 1 ) 
(cf. (2), (8)). 
Considering (2), we obtain from (15) * 
( 1 6 ) ( 1 f i ( J * l o g ~ + r / > ( « ) - 4 - 4 ( " > ) - k ) g K 2 ^ = 
CO 
. m 
№ ¡H n'J t dt. 
Our hypothesis (14) implies, by virtue of Lemma 6, that the series on 
the left-hand side is regular for a > the series at the right of (16) is, by 
(8), (convergent and so) regular for <r> 0. Thus, if we show that 
•dt + O 
t 
» 
for ff>y. it follows from (16) that f(s) has no zeros in this half-plane, i. e. 
that RIEMANN'S hypothesis holds. 
To verify (17), we write (cf. (8 ) 
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n H 
Using the condition 
^à ¿—i ns+\ ' ¿L* fl*+\ J fi 
n 
(the right-hand series are plainly absolutely convergent for <7>0), we obtain 
for the coefficients b„ (cf. Lemma 7) 
and so (cf. (2), (9)) 
i 
M L«l 
B(u) = Z W i l l « ! , , „ 




•JT dt S frff ^ Ç(3) ^ 1 ^ i J t 3 8n* S n2 Ç(3> 
( 1 9 ) ¿ A 
S i n'+> 
jr* JÉÎ n'  4 8 7t' 
( f f > 0). 
Finally, by (18) and (19), we have for a > y ( c f . (42)) 




I S ( s + l ) l 
12 
(1 - 0 . 5 7 4 . . . ) > 0 , 
which completes the proof. 
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As another interesting example, we discuss the case where/(/) = (A > 0). 
Let us suppose 0 < I < 1; then, by 
lim 
£->- + U J?" ' I M 1 I £->+0 « *• ( 1 — «'-*) I — i ' 
Lemma 1 gives 
(20) 
*(X) [ 
2d ry <¡1 - r 
relation which holds for A^.0 too. (Cf. Theorem 2.) 
To find much sharper results, we use the relations 
(21) l + y + . . . + i - = logn + C + 
. (22) 1 + j i + . + x 
which can be obtained simply from the Euler—Maclaurin summation formula. 
T h e o r e m 3. 
1 
1 - / 1 
0(X) m 
KiF 
• 3 . , m 
SU) 3 
x ^ - f 0 ( * ) = 




x*+1 + 0{xl), 
x 2 + 0(x*), if I <Â<2, 
if 
P r o o f . Let A>0,/14=1. 
In view of (14), the use of (22) gives (cf. (5), (6)ï 
A. • s a r - i - i m ) 
(23) T 2 n » T ( a1*l 
m f 1 I i î , l 
= m È M ( 4 ) nz —¿T + 0(x). 
M 
• Since, according to (22), 
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m m 
0 0 
I * ( T ) — I "<-> sjhS"'»[C+okl ¿) 
By taking | j - j = -i- — d ( 0 < ; £ = $ ( x , n ) < 1), we see that 
2 > = fc=i 




j-n j — — - -
. . . M(n) , y 1 . 
X 
C1M M / 
Cdt x . . . , for 0 < ^ < l, 
\ i 
and therefore we can write 
L ^ w j 
¿ i Qi ( A + 1 ) £ ( A + 1 ) * W j o W , 
Using now (7), we obtain the estimations in question. 
Let us take, finally, A = l . X 
T h e o r e m 4. 
(Jv 
0 (X) j log X + ( c - Y — J + O (X log*x) = 
1 x^ | log x + ( c - i - - j + O (x log^x), 
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where C is Ruler's constant. 
. P r o o f . Applying-(4), (21), we get (cf (5), ( 6 » : " " ' " 
(*1 f Y \ i • • i *(-••••• ' 
= Z ^ ( Y J / I L O G N + C 0 ( : C ) + , O ( J C ) : -
Since, according to (27), . 
».-i 
j r ArlogA = ZC+ l ) log . (*+ l ) = ^ . f ( « + - l ) l o g ( u + \)du + ±-m\ogm + 
K= 1 FC=L- -• " V" : , - - • <" C 
n-1 
0 • 
= ^ m - \ o g m — / n 2 + y m log m + -¡^ log/71 + 0 (1 ) , 
we can write, by (4), for the first sum under (27) 
f , f Y \ W, t ) 
^ M log n = 2 1 * (n) log k * • 
By taking | j l J = 2 L ' - ' 3 \ 0 ^ 9 = 9{x, n) < 1), we see that' 
log 4 - l o g [ 4 
log = l o g x — I o g n - f p r (0<6 = 6(x, n ) < 1), 111 
and therefore (cf. (5), (6), (4))" 
1*1 
f M ( A ) « l o g . = J > ( n ) ( l o g x - l o g . + 
<28) ( l o g x — l o g n - | ^ + ^ ( l o g x - l o g n - | 4 y j - l - 0 ( l ) | = = 
I n\ ' 171 
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+ 
+ 4 - l o g x + H x ) + o Z 1 + i M ( x ) l o g x + O Z + 
* * '¡¿x I-* « g i 
+ OZx 1 + 0(x)=(logx- Y ) ® ( x ) . _ Y J } l ogn . [^-j + 0(x log X). 
Considering that (cf. (40) j 
d ' = S'(s) _ y M(/») logn , 
dsC(s) c^s) Si . n* V 
furthermore by (cf. (27)) 




4^1ogn f log f 1 , , 
1 
we have under (28) 
( 2 9 ) . Z M « ) L O G ^ ] 2 = ^ P ( / I ) L O G / I 
v /^(/i) l o g n „ _ V l o g n ^ ^ ^ l o g " , n v , 
= X' 
.n* n = l*)+l « ' ~ n 
= *2 + 0(x log x) + 0(x log2 X) + 0 ( x log x) = + 0 ( x log2 x). 
Lastly, in view of (27), (28), (29), it follows 
•/(*) i / | \ 
Z - = C3>(X) + O ( x ) + ^ log x - y J ® ( x ) + 0 ( x l o g x ) -
| - x* + O(x log2 x) = (logx + C - y ) ® ( x ) - x2 + 0 ( x l o g 2 x) , 
2? (2) 
which by 
3 x2 0(X) = —2X^-+ 0 ( x l o g x ) = 2 ^ 2 ) + 0 ( x l o g x ) 
(cf. (7)), establishes the assertion. 
2. A theorem of Tauberian type, 
The question arises: how far the asymptotical behaviour of f ( t ) is de-
termined by that of 2 f (o r ) , i. e. which asymptotical properties of / ( f ) can be 
deduced, if an asymptotic formula for - / ( ?» ) is given? 
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From this point of view (as a converse of Theorem 3) the following 
result has a certain interest: 
T h e o r e m 5. Suppose that f ( t ) is non-negative and decreasing for 
Oci^l, furthermore 
•JM 
a, A denoting constants with a > 2, A > 0, respectively. Then we have 
7 
For proving this theorem we need the well-known9) 
L e m m a 4. Let h(x) be a function which is defined for 1 and 
let us put' 
(30) = 
Then we have for x^ 1, 
(31) = 
Conversely: if (31) is valid for all x s l , then (30) holds also. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 5. 
1° Assume that f ( t ) satisfies our conditions and 
0 .T) 
(32) Zf(Q>)~Ax" (A>0, « > 2 ) . 
V - 1 
Put 
( 3 3 ) V ( " > - ! ' ( f i ) -
(34) G ( x ) = 2 > ( n ) = 2 2 7 | ; 
n=i k-1 \ n J 
then (4) implies 
' ) M t \ I ' ] f y Y 
(35) H(x) = Z / ( ( ' , ) = Z M V(n) = Z G ^ - j ~ A x"> 
so that, in virtue of Lemma 4, 
(36) G { x ) = Z H (---]• 
n. 
Let any s > 0 be given. According to (32), a number £ = 1 ( 0 = 1 can 
be found such that for all 
| H(x) — Axa\<exa 
'•') S e e e . g . L A N D A U | I ] , p . 5 7 9 . 
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and therefore for 
Furthermore, by H(x) = 0(x"), there is a constant B>0 such that 
<38> |H(H|<B(frwhen n-1-
Now let x ^ t and let us write (cf. (36)) 
(39) 





On the other hand, using (37) we get 
2- //•(iL) _ A • < « Z i-T< -X« z = «£(«) x". . \n j fi j , x t n I na w 
Finally, according to (38), 
(42) 
where K= Max (A, B). 
(39), (40), (41), (42) involve 
I G(X) A rt A < | 0 ( l ) j + £ ? ( « ) + 
K B" 
~xa+1~' 
We see that a number J? = •>}({) > | can be found such that the right-
hand sum is less than c« (where c is a constant depending only on a), pro-
vided that x^tj; this implies 
(43) G ( x ) ~ i 4 £ ( c r ) . x a . 
2° We have by hypothesis 
(44) „ ( „ + l ) _ K W _ | / ( i | T ) - | / ( A ) _ 
i. e. V(n) (SO) monotonically increasing. 
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Thus the inequalities 
| : £ V ( X + <JX).(<$JC-H), 
X . ^ m + t , n n ) i s : v ( x ) . ( d x - l ) 
hold for every positive <5. 
On the other hand, by use of (43) we obtain 
2 V(n) = G(x + 6x) — G(x) = Al{a) ((x + <5x)K - x " ) + 
r n ̂  ( +6) .r 
+ o((l + <S)ax«) + o(x«) = AS(a)(( l + <5)«_l)x« + o(x«), 
and therefore 
Hence 
= 1 + o(x«~>); 
we deduce similarly 
l/(x+ ¿x) Ss AC(a)xfi-' (' + 0(x« ') 
and, x being replaced by ) ^ , it follows 
(46) V(x) fe 4 g ( a ) x - ' + o ( x " - ' ) . 
According to (45), we have 
Urn ; 
.T -v 00 v 
(46) shows that 
Let now <S-» + 0, we get 
.. V(x) . . . . . 
h m s u p - — r r ; 4 « r ( a ) , f-»- 00 
iim inf > A a 
oc X 





3°. In virtue of (47) (cf. (33)) 
(48) = 
furthermore 
( k \ 
SAM^RAA'AA)XA'I+0IXAIL 
and so 
Since / ( / ) is non-negative and decreasing in the interval O c / ^ l , we 
can write 
•o.M^MiUIUr)-
so that (cf. (48), (49)) 
( 5 o ) 
Let q { t ) = f { j ^ for then 
which implies, according to Lemma 4, 
( 5 0 
Next we may argue as above (1°), by writing 
» ¿X V n J 
2 M n ) . « « ) £ r ) + ; < « ) - ^ . m + 
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and applying (50) We obtain finally (a > 2) 
q(x =i4«£(«)*-« Z - ^ i r +o(x"~1)t 
H V . T l l 
and therefore (cf. (40)) 
/ ( i L . ® ^ 
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